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Engineer-to-order (ETO) configurators offer a powerful way to 

capture engineering and business rules and generate reliable 

and timely engineering drawings, 3D models, and product data. 

The challenge is to harness this capability within sales, order, 

and other managed workflows. Join experts in the design and 

development of solutions around Autodesk® Inventor ETO and 

Autodesk PLM 360 cloud-based product lifecycle management 

products and services to review the challenges and 

opportunities for meeting this challenge. In this class, we review 

the workflow management requirements of ETO solutions and 

consider configuration management architectures and tools that 

can support this need.

Class summary



 Understand why configuration processes need to be integrated into 

managed workflows 

 Identify specific workflow needs and determine which are within and 

which are outside the configuration process

 Identify architectures for using tools such as PLM 360 to support the 

configuration management need

 Propose custom PLM based or other solution approaches that can 

be used to meet the configuration management need

Key learning objectives



Traditional product continuum… 

 Engineered to Order  Configured to Order

100M100 1K1



Mass Customization



Tools like ETO Server and Configurator 360

 Make customization and configuration 

faster

 Allow real engineering and generative 

engineering to be part of user configuration



 Publish branded catalogs 

of customizable products

 Configure products online 

or through mobile device

 Download configured 

models or send for quote

Autodesk® Configurator 360™
Online catalog of configurable products



From Desktop to Web/Mobile in Minutes

Inventor / Inventor ETO Configurator 360

 No product downloads!  Sign in online and start creating a catalog for 

your Inventor or Inventor ETO models



Supported Configurations

ETO

iLogic

iParts / iAssemblies

Parts / Assemblies

A catalog can be a mix of all these!



Downloads and RFQs

Inventor   IGES   STEP    DWF™

RFA™  CATIA® V5    SAT    STL

JT™    Parasolid® Binary/Text

Pro/Engineer® Granite/Neutral

Images(BMP / JPEG / GIF / TIFF)

 Get notifications for RFQs, access 

them from a Dashboard View

 Save designs in many CAD formats 

or as high-resolution images



 Learning Object #1
 Understand why configuration processes need to be integrated into managed workflows

 ETO is good at engineering and configurations

 It is not design to do business processes

 It should be used as a service that is integrated with systems

 ETO automation + business process/systems integration = 

competitive advantage.

But… how do you integrate it with your business processes



The Missing Components

Requirements Configuration OutputsWho is the User?

Who is the 

Customer?

Are there any In-

Process 

configurations?

Should 

configuration be 

reviewed by 

Engineering?

How do Eng know 

to Review? How do 

they approve?

Who should 

approve the 

Proposal? How?

What does the 

Order BOM looks 

like?

What did the 

customer order last 

time?

When can it go into 

production? When 

can it ship?



CRM / PLM / ERP Backend

Requirements Configuration Outputs

Customer Interaction, 

Workflow, Data Management



 Identify specific workflow needs and determine which are within 

and which are outside the configuration process

Learning object #2



Sales: Order / Quote System

 Expand beyond a single RFQ
 Quote/order with many items

 Ability to go back and change items

 Quote/order history

 Integrate with an existing 

website
 Configure button on ETO items

 Integrate with CRM system
 All RFQ request posted to CRM 



Engineering: Verification and order processing

 Verify configuration

 Up sale

 Design modifications

 Generate production 

 Generate pricing

 Create proposal options

 Send additional product information

 Delivery schedule

 Create project



ERP: Integrate with ERP and production systems

 Verify configuration

 Up sale

 Design modifications

 Generate production 

 Generate pricing

 Create proposal options

 Send additional product information

 Delivery schedule

 Create project



 Identify architectures for using tools such as PLM 360 to support 

the configuration management need

Learning object #3



 Web services allow different applications from different 

sources to communicate with each other without time-

consuming custom coding

 Can we treat ETO and Configurator 360 as a service and 

integrate it with other services

Service based architecture



 Autodesk® PLM 360 is an affordable, easy-to-use, and 

simple-to-deploy product lifecycle management (PLM) 

solution in the cloud. Now companies of any size can 

take advantage of PLM to streamline business 

processes for more efficient product development, 

manufacturing, and delivery.

 Which really means… item management and workflow

 Seems like it could be a great fit

PLM 360



Example 1: Simple workflow management

PLM 360

PLM

When user clicks the request gets saved to PLM where workflow and configuration is 
managed.
• ETO makes a web service call to PLM which includes all data required to create a RFQ 

record.
• Request is now in system and uses the PLM RFQ workflow to manage quote.
• Integrations between other systems

Validation

Scheduling

Pricing

Proposal

Order 
Acceptance

Configuration

Database

CRM

ERP or 

Production

System



Example 1: continued



Example 2: Catalog

External system runs ETO as a service to configure item

• Can do this now with ETO server but not with Configurator 360.

Configure

Save and Add



Example 2



Example 3: Order management system

Similar to catalog 

• Allows user to view/edit order history

• Allows user to view status

Save and Add
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